and d0 is the identity map. The set of all rank / higher derivations forms a group with respect to the composition d ° e = /where fj = ~2{dmen\m + n =
[K : Kp] < oo (and in this case L/K splits). In view of these results it appeared that K being Galois in L was related to L/K splitting. However, an example is constructed with L/K and L/K both Galois and yet L/K does not split.
Pencils of higher derivations were originally constructed by Heerema to incorporate into a single theory the Galois theories of finite and infinite rank higher derivations. Basically the infinite higher derivations would be the group of L/K (L/K being separable). However, in the proof of Theorem 2.2, an example of a Galois extension is constructed with L/K being relatively perfect, and hence having no infinite rank higher derivations. Thus in this most general setting some different fields of constants are obtained. (1.1) Lemma. Suppose L/K is purely inseparable Galois. Let F* be an intermediate field of L/K such that L/F* is modular and F*/K has exponent < 1. If for every maximal pure independent set M of L/ K every element of M has the same exponent over F* that it has over K, then F* = K.
Proof. Suppose some c in L has cp' in F* but not in K(KP~' n Z/ '). By modularity, K(K"~' n I/'*') = K(Lp¡+[) n K"-\ and hence cp' is not in K(Lp+>). Foxj < i, c^ cannot be in K^^* ). Thus c is pure independent [9] and is part of a maximal pure independent set of L/K. But c has exponent i + 1 over K and exponent i over F*, contrary to the hypothesis. Hence F* n Lp> C K(Kp ' n L"'+' ), i = 0, 1,. . . .
In an entirely similar manner as in the proof of [7, Lemma 2 
i.e., F* = K.
(1.2) Lemma. Suppose L/K is purely inseparable Galois. Let F be an intermediate field of L/K such that L/F is modular and F n Lp" C K for some nonnegative integer n. If for every maximal pure independent set M of L/K every element of M has the same exponent over F that it has over K, then F= K.
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of [7, Lemma 3, p . 340] with "maximal pure independent set" replacing "modular base" there. 
We prove the theorem first for the case p > 3. Suppose Pi ¡K(F n L/^)(L''') = F for all nonnegative integers/. Then j a contradiction. Let/ be such that C\iK(F n Lpy)(L;'') c Fand set JÇ. = H *(F n L^)(L''). 2. Galois subfields. Let L be a Galois extension of K, i.e., L/ K_ is modular and C\¡K(LP') = K. Then certainly C\¡K(KP') = K and since Kis modular over K, K is a Galois extension of K. Moreover L/K is separable (hence modular) so L/K will be Galois if and only if C~\¡K(LP') = K. We now investigate conditions which will guarantee L/K is Galois. we have x$~+x E A^Z/2'*') c\ K = K(Kp2'+[) which is clearly impossible. Hence K* = K and K is a Galois subfield of L.
Consider the example constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Heerema [3] originally developed pencils of higher derivations in order to incorporate both the finite and infinite rank higher derivation Galois theories into 1 unified theory. He considered finitely generated modular extensions L/K. In this case K would be the field of constants of the group of infinite rank higher derivations (pencils with infinite extended rank in the new theory). However, in the example above, L/K is relatively perfect and hence has no infinite higher derivations and yet L/K is Galois. Thus in the nonfinitely generated case a different type of field of constants can occur.
In Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 the sufficient condition given for K to be Galois in L also imply L/K splits. We now develop an example to show that L/K and L/K being Galois does not imply L/K splits. 
